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The Lecture

Series

1st Lecture: 9/10/18: Formalism and ion-optical elements 

2nd Lecture: 9/12/18: Ion-optical systems and spectrometers

3rd Lecture: 9/12/18: Recoil separators for nuclear astrophysics, St. GEORGE 

Hands-on sessions in the afternoon: 9/10/18 – 9/14/18: COSY Infinity 

An Introduction to Ion-Optics

4rd Lecture: 9/13/18: The recoil separator SECAR for FRIB 



Motivation

• Manipulate charged particles (e+/-, ions, like p, d, a, HI)

• Beam line, beam delivery systems

• Magnetic & electric analysis/ separation (Experiments!)

• (Acceleration of ions, not covered in these lectures)



• Geometry, drawing tools, CAD drafting program (e.g. AutoCad)

• Linear Algebra (Matrix calculations), first order ion-optics (e.g. TRANSPORT)

• Higher order ion-optics code to solve the equation of motion,  e.g. COSY Infinity, 

GIOS, RAYTRACE (historic)

• Electro-magnetic field program (solution of  Maxwell’s Equations), 

(e.g. finite element (FE) codes, 2d & 3d: POISSON, OPERA, MagNet)

• Properties of incoming charged particles and design function of electro-magnetic

facility, beam, reaction products (e.g. kinematic codes, charge distributions of 

heavy ions, energy losses in targets (e.g. SRIM), detectors, etc, e.g. LISE++ for  

fragment separators)

• Many other specialized programs, e.g. for accelerator design (e.g. synchrotrons, 

cyclotrons) or gas-filled systems, and Monte Carlo simulations are not covered in

this lecture series. 

Tools 
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Ions in static or quasi-static electro-magnetic fields

Lorentz Force

q = electric charge

B = magn. induction

E = electric field

v = velocity

For momentum analysis the magnetic force is preferred because the 

force is always perpendicular to B. Therefore v, p and K are constant.

Force in magnetic dipole B = const: p = q B r

p = mv = momentum

r = bending radius 

Br = magn. rigidity

K = kinetic energy

For ion acceleration electric forces are used.

Dipole field B

perpendicular

to paper plane
Radius

r

Object (size x0).

General rule:
Momentum scaling of magnetic 

System in the linear region results 

in the same ion-optics

Note: Dispersion dx/dp 

used in magnetic analysis,

e.g. Spectrometers, magn.

Separators

x

p

p+dp

(1)

Centripetal Force = Magnetic Force:      mv2/r = qvB



Defining a RAY

Ion-optical

element

Code TRANSPORT: 

(x, Q, y, F, l, dp/p)

(1, 2,  3, 4,  5,   6   )

Convenient “easy to use” program 

for beam lines with paraxial beams

Code: COSY Infinity: 

(x, a, y, b, l, dK, dm, dz)

Needed for complex ion-optical systems including several 

charge states

different masses

velocities (e.g. Wien Filter)

higher order corrections

Not defined in the figure are:

dK = dK/K = rel. energy

dm = dm/m = rel. mass

dz  = dq/q = rel. charge change

a  =  px/p0

b  =  py/p0

All parameters are relative 

to “central ray” properties

Not defined in the figure are:

dp/p = rel. momentum

l = path length difference

All parameters are relative 

to “central ray”

central ray

Note: Notations in the Literature is not consistent! Sorry, neither will I be.



Transport of a ray

Ray at initial

Location 0

Ray after 

element at

Location t

 

6x6 Matrix

representing

optic element

(first order)



Note: We are not building 

“random” optical elements.

Many matrix elements = 0 

because of symmetries, e.g. 

mid-plane symmetry

(2)



TRANSPORT matrices of a 

Drift and a Quadrupole

For reference of TRANSPORT code and formalism:

K.L. Brown, F. Rothacker, D.C. Carey, and Ch. Iselin,

TRANSPORT: A computer program for designing

charged particle beam transport systems, SLAC-91,

Rev. 2, UC-28 (I/A), also: CERN 80-04 Super Proton

Synchrotron Division, 18 March 1980, Geneva,

Manual plus Appendices available on Webpage:

ftp://ftp.psi.ch/psi/transport.beam/CERN-80-04/

David. C. Carey, The optics of Charged Particle Beams,

1987, Hardwood Academic Publ. GmbH, Chur Switzerland



Transport of a ray

through a system of 

beam line elements

Ray at initial

Location 0

(e.g. a target)

Ray at final

Location n





6x6 Matrix

representing

first optic element

(usually a Drift)



xn =  Rn Rn-1 … R0 x0

Complete system is represented by 

one Matrix  Rsystem  =  Rn Rn-1 … R0

(3)

(4)



Geometrical interpretation 

of some TRANSPORT 

matrix elements

Wollnik, p. 16

Focusing Function

(x|a)         Wollnik, COSY Infinity

= dx/dQ physical meaning

= (x|Q)        RAYTRACE

= R12 TRANSPORT

Achromatic system: 

R16 = R26 = 0

(x|dp) = (a|dp)

(x|a) = 0

Point-to-point focusing

(a|x) = 0          “Telescope”

Parallel-to-parallel optics

(x|x) = 0

Parallel-to-point optics

(a|a) = 0

Point-to-parallel optics



Defining a BEAM

Ellipse Area  = p(det s)1/2

is called “Phase Space Area”

Emittance e is constant for 

fixed energy & conservative 

forces (Liouville’s Theorem)

Note: e shrinks (increases) with 

acceleration (deceleration);  Dissipative 

forces: e increases in gases; electron, 

stochastic, laser cooling

Attention: Space charge effects occur when the 

particle density is high, so that particles repel each other

Warning: This is a mathematical abstraction of a beam:  

It is your responsibility to verify it applies to your beam

2 dimensional cut x-Q is shown

= s11s22 - (s12) 
2```````````

Emittance e

(5)

Equation of Ellipse: s22x
2 + 2s21xQ + s11Q

2 =  det s

s: =

= det s````              
Real  positive definite

symmetric s Matrix

(Point in x-Q phase space)

X = X T  = (x Q)
x  

Q

Ellipse in Matrix notation:

X T s-1 X  = 1

(6)

The 2-dimensional case ( x, Q )

s11 s21  

s21 s22 

s-1 =  1/e2 s22 -s21  

-s21 s11 
Inverse Matrix

The emittance is a precious commodity



Ref. S.Y. Lee, 

Accelerator Physics, p 55







Transport of 6-dim s Matrix

Consider the 6-dim. ray vector in TRANSPORT:                        X = (x, Q, y, F, l, dp/p)

Ray X0 from location 0 is transported by a 6 x 6 Matrix R to location 1 by:        X1 = RX0

Note: R maybe a matrix representing a complex system (3) is :             R = Rn Rn-1 … R0 

Ellipsoid in Matrix notation (6), generalized to e.g. 6-dim. using s Matrix:                X0
T s0

-1 X0 = 1

Inserting Unity Matrix  I = RR-1 in equ. (6) it follows     X0
T (RT(RT)-1) s0

-1 (R-1 R) X0 = 1 

from which we derive            (RX0)T  (Rs0 RT)-1 (RX0)  =  1 

(7)

(9)

(8)

The equation of the new ellipsoid after transformation becomes X1
T s1

-1 X1 = 1 

where                                         s1 =  Rs0 RT (10)

(6)

Conclusion: Knowing the TRANSPORT matrix R that transports one 

ray through an ion-optical system using (7) we can now also transport 

the phase space ellipse describing the initial beam using (10)

Equivalence of Transport of ONE Ray   Ellipsoid 



The transport of rays and phase ellipses
in a Drift and focusing Quadrupole, Lens

2.
3.

Matching of emittance and acceptance

Lens 2 Lens 3

Focus

Focus



Increase of Emittance e

due to degrader

Focus

A degrader / target increases the

emittance e due to multiple scattering.

The emittance growth is minimal when

the degrader is positioned in a focus

As can be seen from the schematic

drawing of the horizontal x-Theta

Phase space. 

for back-of-the-envelop discussions!



Diagnostics in focal plane 

of spectrometer

Typical in focal plane of  

Modern Spectrometers:

Two position sensitive 

Detectors: 

Horizontal:  X1,  X2

Vertical:      Y1,  Y2

Fast plastic scintillators:

Particle identification

Time-of-Flight

Measurement with IUCF K600

Spectrometer illustrates from top

to bottom: focus near, down-

stream and upstream of 

X1 detector, respectively

IUCF, K600 Spectrometer



Kinematic affect in K600 

spectrometer spectrum 

with impurities



Higher order beam aberrations

Detector X1      X2

3 rays in focal plane

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

Example Octupole

(S-shape in x-Q plane

Other Example: 

Sextupole T122

C-shape in x-Q plot

3.

T1222T126



Effect of 2nd order aberrations 
Saturation of 

Grand Raiden

at 450 MeV 

(3He,t)



Taylor expansion

Linear (1st order)TRANSPORT Matrix Rnm

,l

Note: Several notations are in use for 

6 dim. ray vector & matrix elements.

Remarks:

• Midplane symmetry of magnets

reason for many matrix element = 0

• Linear approx. for “well” designed 

magnets and paraxial beams 

• TRANSPORT code calculates 2nd order

by including Tmno elements explicitly

• TRANSPORT formalism is not suitable

to calculate higher order ( >2 ).

TRANSPORT    RAYTRACE

Notation

Tnmo =     (n|mo)

(11)



Solving the equations 

of Motion

Methods of solving the equation of motion:

1) Code RAYTRACE slices the system in small 

sections along the z-axis and integrates numerically 

the particle ray through the system.

2) Determine the TRANSPORT matrix.

3) Code COSY Infinity uses Differential Algebraic 

techniques to arbitrary orders using matrix 

representation for fast calculations (See Appendix)

(12)
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Ion-optics and real magnet systems

• Obviously, an ion-optical is meant to describe quantivatively a real magnet systems.

• A well-designed magnet system should have a realistic ion-optical model that allows 

you to plan an experiment and analyse your data. Nevertheless, there will be many 

limitations that need to be considered requiring e.g. calibrations.

• Also, parameters of the system may change, e.g. alignment of elements, beam 

parameters and alignment.

• Designing a system for a particular purpose (or many purposes) is much more that 

an ion-optical task. You need to include in your ion-optical concept and calculations 

many parameters, often before they are fully know, e.g. physics requirements, floor 

plan, magnet sizes and limitations, field shapes. Design of magnet system is an 

iterative process. 

• For the magnet systems designer one important task is to extract from a ion-optical 

design the Specifications for the manufacturer. Are they feasible?

• Detectors and diagnostics systems need to be considered and included in the design 

of a magnet system. 



Schematic Overview of Magnetic Elements   (Iron dominated)

G. Schnell, Magnete, Verlag K. Thiemig, 

Muenchen 1973

Iron dominated:

B field is determined by

properties & shape of iron

pole pieces

FieldPole shape wIPole,analyt. Bx

Required wI = Ampere-turns

for desired magnet strength

B0, g, a3, a4 can be calculated

formula in last column.

Coils are not shown in drawing

in 1st colunm

Power   ~ I2   ~   R4



Creation of magnetic fields using current

Current loop Helmholtz coil, Dipole

Helmholtz coil, 

reversed current,

Quadrupole

Magnetization in

Ferromagnetic

material:

B  =  m H

B = magn. Induction

H = magn. Field

m =  magn. permeability

Biot-Savart’s Law

(13)



Creation of magnetic fields using 

permanent magnets

Magnet iron is soft: Remanence is very small when H is returned to 0 

Permanent magnet material is hard: Large remaining magnetization B

Permanent magnets can be used to design dipole, quadrupole and other ion-

optical elements. They need no current, but strength has to be changed by 

mechanical adjustment.
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Magnetization Curves

Field lines of H-frame dipole

Pure Iron
Vanadium 

Permandur

SOFT IRON

B(H) of SA08, INLC & SSM250 Low Carbon Magnetic Steel
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Design of an iron-dominated 

Dipole magnet
Field lines of H-frame dipole

Coil

NI

Gap

g

 Magnetic field B in 

Good-field region

defined by ion-optical

requirement, 

e.g. dB/B < 10-4

For symmetry reasons

only a quarter of the full

dipole is calculated & shown

The Field calculation was performed

Using the finite element (FE) code

MagNet (Infolytica). Other programs

are OPERA or POISSON.

NI (Ampere turns) = ---------------------------
B (T) * g (m)

4p * 10 –7  (m/A)

B

From Ampere’s law: 

Units:  m = meter

T = Tesla

A = Ampere

Note: FE codes solve the static of time varying Maxwells Equations numerically by “meshing” the 

geometry in triangles in 2d or “bricks” in 3d. This allows to precisely calculate the Fields  (B,E) for 

any configuration of current and materials, like ferromagnetic metals 

(14)
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SHARAQ 

Dipole D2
Iron-dominated, normal 

conducting Dipole Magnet 

with constant field in 

Dipole Gap (Good-field region) 

• Soft magnet iron, B(H)

• Hollow copper conductor

for high current density

< 10 A/mm2

• Iron magnetization saturates

at about 1.7 T

• For B > 2 T superconducting

(current dominated or hybrid) 

magnets are used.

30o Edge Angle 

Vertical Focusing

Dipole Gap: 

+/- 100 mm

60o Bend

Angle

Units in mm

Coil

C
o
il

 

Return

Yoke

Central Ray

Pole

Piece
Return

Yoke
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SHARAQ Dipole D2 

Field calculation

These figures show the

Good-field region in the

center of the magnet and

the maximum field B as 

function of the current I in the 

conductor 

Units in mm

CALCULATED B(I) CURVE

compared to linear approximation 
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Fringe field & Effective 

field length Leff

Leff =      B ds / B0

2Leff

Pole length

Iron Pole

Note:
1) The fringe field is important even in 1st order ion-optical  calculations.

2) Rogowski profile to make Leff = Pole length.

3) The fringe field region can be modified with field clamp or shunt.

(15)

 EFB = Effective Field Boundary
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SHARAQ 

Dipole D2
Iron-dominated, normal 

conducting Dipole Magnet 

with constant field in 

Dipole Gap (Good-field region) 

• Soft magnet iron, B(H)

• Hollow copper conductor

for high current density

< 10 A/mm2

• Iron magnetization saturates

at about 1.7 T

• For B > 2 T superconducting

(current dominated or hybrid) 

magnets are used.

30o Edge Angle 

Vertical Focusing

Dipole Gap: 

+/- 100 mm

60o Bend

Angle

Units in mm

Coil

C
o
il

 

Return

Yoke

Central Ray

Pole

Piece
Return

Yoke

Rogowski end profile
Physical

edge



 3rd order polynomial shaping of the SHARAQ dipole D2 for higher 

order corrections
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SHARAQ Dipole D2

specifications and 

Coil design

This figure shows the coil with hollow 

cupper conductor for water cooling  

(4.3 A/mm2 )

Thumb rule:
Water cooling 

has to dissipate 

the complete 

magnet power IR2
Units in mm
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Dipole H-Magnet for St. George a new recoil 

separator at Notre Dame University for astrophysics

Iron-dominated Dipole Magnet 

with constant field Bmax = 0.6 T in 

dipole gap (Good-field region). 

Central Ray

Coil

Coil

Return

Yoke

Pole

Dipole Gap: +/- 30 mm

6o& 12o 

Edge Angles 

Vertical 

Focusing

Units in mm

40o Bend

Angle

• Soft magnet iron, B(H)

• Hollow copper conductor

for high current density

• Iron magnetization saturates

at about 1.7 T, small returns



 St. George Dipole magnet B1
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Standard 

Quadrupole

Note: Magnet is Iron/Current configuration 

with field as needed in ion-optical design. 

2d/3d finite elements codes solving 

POISSON equation are well established

Return 

Yoke

Current in & out of drawing plane

Pole 

Piece

Coils
in

out

N

S

in

out

out

in

S

N

x

y

in

out
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Forces on ions ( quadrupole)







 

Horizontally defocusing quadrupole

for ions along – z axis into the 

drawing plane. See Forces 

in direction v x B

Quadrupole Hexapole

A focusing quadrupole is

obtained by a 90o rotation 

around the z axis

Octopole



End Lecture 1



Appendix

* In 2006 (2018) COSY Infinity had more than 1000 (>2500) registered users

*


